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There’s a new kid on The Hungry Monkey’s
block, and it’s serving an interesting mix of Mexican and American food. With a menu curated
by Ritu Dalmia {Diva Cafe and Kitsch}, the space
is co-owned by Vikas Narula. Spread over two
floors, it stays in the vicinity of all the Diva’s
minimalist decor; read black and white pictures
on the wall, wooden seating, open air ducts,
and bouts of very interesting wall paper. The
first floor has a bar {shout out to the brick detailing}, seating, and a live performance space
{waiting to see what happens here}, while the
second floor houses just a dining area. We’re
still trying to grasp what cuisine they’d qualify
under, since the menu has a fairly random assemblage. But, we’re not complaining; anything
from the Dalmia kitchen is guaranteed to be

good. You can expect salads, Mexican food,
burgers, and lots of different types of waffles
{which include Waffles with goat cheese, rocket
leaves and sundered tomatoes}. And, of course,
a fairly exhaustive menu of desserts, each of
which sound better than the one before it. Like
most new restaurants, they don’t have their
liquor license as yet, but should have it by the
end of this week {or so they say}. We recommend making a reservation.
Where: B-6/2, Levels 2 & 3, Commercial Complex, Safdarjung Enclave; Contact: 011 4954
0029
Price point: INR 2000 for a meal for two
Timings: 11.30 am – 12am
Follow them on Facebook here (https://www.facebook.com/depot29/), for regular updates.
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We have received confirmation on the soon to
be launched Urban Food Truck, one of the first
in Delhi. Although Hawkers in Vasant Kunj
might claim dibbs. They’ve already curated a
menu, and it’s said to include omelettes, skillets, and 60 different varieties of cooked eggs,
served with sides of sausages, bacon and hash
browns. Also on their menu – waffles, crepes,
french toasts and all day-diner combos. Wash it
all down with sangria {the cocktail version},
fresh juices and milkshakes. Set to launch in the
month of August, it will start in Delhi, Noida and
Gurgaon, with plans to expand to other cities as
well. This food truck will actually travel around
the city, and retail at different locations. The icing on the proverbial cake is their mobile based
website, which will allow you to keep track of
their whereabouts in real time. They also plan
on being available for corporate and community events. There’s no word on an official launch
date, but the first truck will be Gurgaon based.
You can count on us for an update! Stay tuned.

Until then, check out their website here.
(http://eggjactly.in)
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The LBBD crew consists of ladies and gentlemen with an array of interests, who are all committed to finding something unique and exciting about the city they call home.
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That's eggjactly what we needed
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EGGjactlythefoodtruck
Thanks for writing about us LBB. Its a pleasure to be covered on your website. :)
Reply · Like · Follow Post · July 14 at 6:25pm
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ABOUT US
Little Black Book, Delhi is a celebration of all
the things we love about our City and its
surroundings. The people, places, art, culture,
food and lifestyle of this dynamic city are what
inspire us to uncover and discover it for what it
truly is, and has been. Little Black Book
manifests itself as a curated online magazine, a
hub for events, a way to connect with
likeminded people, and explore interesting
aspects of Delhi and beyond.
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Little Black Book, Delhi
Like You like this.
You and 21,178 others like Little Black Book, Delhi.
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ADVERTISE WITH LBBD
Little Black Book, Delhi is a niche website that
caters to an up-scale, educated and informed
audience, looking to explore new and different
sides of Delhi and around. Our ability to
engage and connect with our readers through
an online platform has enabled us in
establishing a strong on-ground presence and
social media reach.
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